
YORUBA

eeibado 'Egbado (a citv) suebon 'but;'

pa 'kill ' gbagbe 'forget'

egbe ' companion t poju 'be abundant

apo ti 'box ' nar i ' fi n i <?Vi '

d. abo
i

'rtiptal bowl '

_ /

apo 'we squeezed'

6ba
i

TV-Lug

oeba ' equa 1

'

odS 'wratb '

abon ( type of tree

)

agbon ' chin

'

apon (type of fruit)

e

.

Sound sequences for practice with a live tutor

pi pin pu pun ipi ipin udu uriun

pe po epe opo

pe po pon epe opo opon

pa apa

The Tones of Yoruba

In transcribing the pitch phenomena of Yoruba for beginning

foreign students of the language, it is expedient to write in

terms of six tones: four level ones, and two glides. This is

true even though for those to whom Yoruba is the mother tongue,
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BASIC COURSE

or for advanced non-Yoruba students, a three-way distinction among

high, mid and low is sufficient for all practical purposes.

The tone marks have the following values t

Symbol Value

High level pitch

Examples

fe 'to want'

sile 'to the house'

sise 'to work'

a Mid level pitch 15
i

nisu

omo

'go »

'with reference
to yam

'

'child

'

a 'Second' tone:

level pitch

slightly lower

than mid level

would be in the

same tonal en-

vironments .

lati 'from, by, etc.

omo kan 'one child'

(some dialects only)

me ta
i

'3'

a Low level pitch ra 'buy'

eym 'palm nuts '

ni fxla 'with ref. to a
hat'

(some dialects only)

a Rising pitch. silu. 'to the town'

(l) After ' or \ ' ,, ,' ma wa 'don't come'
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YORUBA

the rise starts at lowest sile marun '5 shillings'

level and rises part of

the way toward the highest.

(2) After other tones, the

rise starts approximately

at the middle level and

rises to the highest.

5m9 yi 'this child'

(some dialects only)

llu. ' town

'

In general, the beginning and ending points of the glide

vary somewhat with the tonal environment and with the

style and tempo of speech.

a Palling pitch. As with 'to the market'

the rising glide, begin-00
'

a mefa i&t
ning and ending points

vary somewhat according to the tonal environment and

with the style and tempo of speech. Palling pitch is

found almost exclusively after ' or
v

.

The special tone mark * means that for some speakers the

syllable has high tone, for others low tone, and for still others

falling tone.

The symbol I stands for a high tone at the end of the last

syllable that precedes itj this sign is most frequently found

after a noun or noun phrase which is the subject of a verb. After

i, syllables with basic low tone have falling tone.
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BASIC COURSE

Tonal differences among speakers of Yoruba

Depending on the area from which a speaker comes, certain

additional tonal phenomena may be noted. Low tone at the beginning

of a word e.g. ewu 'garment' obe 'knife' is pronounced by most

with low level pitch, but a falling contour may also be heard from

some. A mid tone followed directly by rise or second tone is pro-

nounced by most speakers with mid level pitch, but a fall may be

heard here also. Finally, the tone of a word in one part of the

Western Region may be different from the tone of the same word

somewhere else: the word r_i 'to see' has high tone for most

speakers, but mid tone for others.

Vowel length

What is phonetically a single vowel in Yoruba may occur with

one of two contrasting degrees of length. If we use the word

'mora' to stand for a unit of vowel length, then a long vowel has

two moras, while a short vowel has only one. In the system of

transcription used in this course, two-mora vowels are indicated

in three different ways:

(1) When the long vowel results from assimilation of a

word-final vowel to the word initial vowel that follows

it, the extra mora is indicated by a dot followed by the

vowel letter: se o 15 s'o 15 'did you go?'

(2) When the long vowel results from the assimilation of

a word- initial vowel to the word- final vowel that precedes

it, the extra mora is indicated by a dot following the

vowel letter: lie lwe lie 'we 'school'
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YORUBA

The same symbolism is used for moras that are not pronounced

except following another word:

He 'house' baba 'father'

He "ml 'my house' Ile^baba 'father's house'

(3) Otherwise, the two-mora vowels are written with double

vowel letters:

bee 'like that'

naa ' the , tha t •

boolu 'ball'

It should be noted that as far as pronunciation is concerned,

these three manners of writing two-mora vowels are completely

equivalent to one another: s'o lo, so* I9 and son 15 would all

be pronounced identically.

Vowels may also occur in sequence with no intervening conso-

nant, but with a syllable boundary between them. The hyphen is

used when an explicit symbol is needed for this juncture.

o go T 'he is tired'

o go-o 'you are tired'

In the system of transcription employed here, the space between

words has no phonetic value. It is inserted to set off units that

have been established on other than phonological grounds, and

serves incidentally the orthographic function of distinguishing

the sequence (nasal vowel, oral vowel) from the sequence (oral

vowel, n, vowel):

awon obi 'ml 'my parents' awo naa 'the leather'
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BASIC COURSE

' Condensation '

Most frequently, each unit of vowel length in Yoruba carries

one and only one of the six tones, and the tone on the second mora

is either low, mid, or high. It sometimes happens, however, that

a tonal sequence that ordinarily occupies two moras is pronounced

with the length of only one. Because in such cases the two-mora

pronunciation is usually optional, the name 'condensation' has be

been applied to this phenomenon. 'Condensed' forms are not ordi-

narily indicated in this course, but they may be represented

graphically by writing the latter of the two tones over a blank

space

:

Uncondensed: e gbe T 15 sile 'take him, go home'

Condensed: e gbe" 15 sile ' " " " " '

The vowel represented by gbe'' consists of two moras, while

the vowel represented by gbe consists of only one.

Tone Drills

Tone is a difficult but indispensable part of the Yoruba

language. It is used not only as a means of differentiating

among the members of countless sets of otherwise identical words,

but also as an important grammatical signalling device. Anyone

who wants to understand Yoruba easily or speak it intelligibly

must use tone with at least reasonable accuracy.

For this reason, three series of tone drills have been placed

at the beginning of this course. Their length may seem formidable

to the beginning student, but it is recommended that from 2£ to

50 hours out of the first 100-150 hours of study be devoted to

them. Later, the student will find that almost all of the words
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and phrases which he has practiced under the guise of tone drills

will reappear in the regular numbered units of the course, and the

tonal difficulties in the dialogues and exercises of those units

will be greatly reduced if they have first been tackled systemati-

cally.

Series I. Tone contrasts on one-mora vowels.

If a tape recorder is available, it is suggested that the

student listen to each drill a few times before using it with a

live instructor. At this stage, he should attempt to give the

English responses only .

With a Yoruba-speaking instructor, the drills should be used

first for listening practice, then for direct mimicry after the

instructor, and finally as a script from which the student reads

aloud to the instructor.
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